[Hungaryan] wrote:
“...
But what is not clear is whether not sharing knowledge is a bad thing, or is everyone entitled to all knowledge??”

This argument has taken place in the forums before and is constant.

The simple answer is that nobody is entitled to anything and especially so, wisdom or knowledge. Entitlement means one is entitled to something by default. "Just because". Knowledge has layers and levels to itself, these layers are received by effort and time.

All human beings, and the JoS moves forward with this thought in mind, one must have potential access to all of this Spiritual Knowledge, so we keep it open to all and seek to keep this that way. The above access and how one uses it, or meditates, will be the deciding factor that will be based on merit decide on turn how much one advances and how one can apply or move further with this knowledge.

As it should be clear, a level of merit and personal effort is required here. One even more peculiar thing, is that all knowledge can be communicated, but it might not be understood, simply because one is not on the level to understand it.

For the last years, I have been explaining and formulating the necessary mentality to get closer to the Gods and forward with one’s life, for example. I did not know, but this was exactly the most fundamental building block to attain higher levels of understanding, with the same procedure happening in ancient schools.

Regardless, this task itself decides only an exposure to this understanding, and definitely not its application. Sometimes, not even an understanding is achieved, as we must try and gain the merits of any knowledge. Everyone wants the fancy chemistry class in this world and not the studying material. But with the studying
level, the rest will definitely arrive.

Knowledge also belongs to people and groups and not to others. An example is how our Rituals and whatever is of JoS, belongs to JoS, yet it is spread to the greater public. We do not deny access. But people deny to themselves the ability to grow, for example.

In our society we tell lies to ourselves about lack of opportunities. But most people fail due to lack of efforts as much all the time. Effort and knowledge can replace opportunity.

The above are two lines. Now, if one really was reading on a conscious state, I have given a portent solution to a problem that tyrannizes many people. But who will listen and apply? Those who do, get the deserving status of any knowledge, and above all, those that apply this.

The above is the delicate balance between the two extremes, the falsehood that everyone deserves all knowledge is not applicable to reality. If you do not toil like someone, or have not the same hours invested, or the same level of understanding, to ask to simply know the same is improbable.

For this reason, we share knowledge. JoS is built on the idea of sharing. This makes things better for everyone in it.

At the same rate, the gates must be open for people to gain more and more understanding according to their level. In the Ancient world there was a clear separation between knowledge known to all, and knowledge given to the few, which you could gain too if you basically showed the merits for it.

In the JoS, even if all knowledge is open, what really opens up this knowledge is understanding and working with the Gods, meditating and opening the heart. Otherwise, all knowledge falls into the void.

As humanity grows, and as time goes and we enter safer territory, the Gods do bestow knowledge. Even here, this rule applies. We are in a sense, deciding factors as a whole too. Other civilizations "out there" are on a whole other level of understanding.

Not long ago, I did "by accident" astrally project on another planet. A very important and renown scientist of recent history are there now, fully alive and well. This place, as to not arouse fantasy, was as alive as this one. They had all the space there to proceed with inventions that this planet did not allow them to
make, that could have advanced us beyond comprehension. We were busy being fools. Maybe the opportunity will arise again in the future.

I was shown all sorts of strange things, technology that causes psychic communication, and literal devices to commune with extreme accuracy with the Gods. Although this looked like something simple, it was the exact opposite and beyond what I could understand. This was on a whole other level, and not even close to the level of the Gods.

I was put there to be shown something, and this was that no matter how polite or good I was, the level that we are now is simply not the level of these beings. Even being on this planet was not "easy" and one could not stay there for long. Agares was the Demon who was being communicated with, she politely told me, do you see that you are NOT ready yet? The meaning of this is that one is simply not ready yet.

There is nothing else to this. I accepted this reality. Maybe in the future, one will be different. Given however the insanity of many and how many call themselves starseeds (and nuts I might add) and all this, I have purposefully withheld many of the above experiences to avoid cultural insanity.

Going back to the Ancient schools, sharing of some knowledge of a higher tier was punishable by death, simply because some knowledge can have catastrophic manifestations if given out mindlessly. To NOT share some knowledge however and to also not disseminate it (Like the JoS) was also likely considered a great curse.

The hoaxes of the enemy were based on this mishandling of higher knowledge. Certain bleeding hearts could not keep their mouths shut. Now all of humanity has to suffer with the vermin of the enemy for a long time.

Lastly, one must read HPS Maxine's post on silence. Silence and speaking are both necessary in their time and wisdom.